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1 SUMMARY
A full-scale test of Wavefoil’s foil module for catamarans, WF1050, was performed with the vessel
M/S Thea Jensen. The vessel motions were measured at a speed of about 29.5 knots with and
without foils, for a significant wave height (Hs) of 1 meter and a peak wave period (Tp) of 8 seconds.
The vertical accelerations were dampened by up to 25% for the given sea state. Results for head sea,
the most critical heading with respect to comfort, is presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Results for head sea

Pilot Vertical CG Heave
CG Surge
Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration
std [g]

Head Sea - without bow foils
Head Sea - with bow foils
Head Sea motion reduction

std [g]

0.110
0.082
25.3%

0.134
0.102
23.8%

std [g]

0.034
0.027
19.1%

Roll Rate

Pitch Rate

std [deg/s]

std [deg/s]

3.165
2.770
12.5%

2.487
2.094
15.8%

The measurements show motion damping also in beam sea. In the following swell that occurred in
this test, there was a slight negative effect of having the foils deployed, demonstrating the need for
retractable bow foils.
Simulations of the ship motions with and without bow foils were performed using the software
ShipX from SINTEF Ocean, and the results are presented in Appendix D. The simulations show that
the benefits of the bow foils are larger for lower wave periods than for the wave period in the
present full-scale test. The response from the crew after operating the vessel in lower wave periods
confirms this. The simulations also show that the vessel can operate in significantly higher waves
without wetdeck slamming by having the bow foils deployed.
This full-scale test was conducted to document the motion damping effect of the bow foils.
Propulsion parameters were therefore not measured during the test. Neither speed loss nor speed
gain due to the foils can be stated based on the present test.
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3 INTRODUCTION
Wavefoil has developed retractable bow foils to increase comfort for catamarans. Comfort is
strongly related to accelerations felt by the passengers, and previous (non-retractable) bow foil
installations have shown great comfort improvement.
Full-scale measurements on the ambulance vessel Thea Jensen were conducted on October 10,
2020. The test runs were performed in a wave condition representative for the daily operation of the
vessel.
The test runs were conducted outside of Ålesund in combination with the rough sea test required by
the Norwegian Maritime Authority. In this area, accurate wave measurements are available from a
wave buoy. The wave buoy is owned by Statens Vegvesen and is installed to evaluate the wave
conditions in the area for future infrastructure projects. The data is made available by Statens
Vegvesen and Fugro.

Figure 1: Illustration of the foil module WF1050 showing the patent-pending foil retraction mechanism.
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3.1 WAVEFOIL
A bow foil system ought to be retractable to compensate for two major drawbacks:
1. Non-retractable bow foils introduce drag in calm-water conditions.
2. Non-retractable bow foils can increase the risk of bow diving for some wave conditions.
Thus, a patent-pending retraction mechanism has been developed by Wavefoil to obtain optimal
performance independent of wave condition.
M/S Thea Jensen is equipped with the retractable bow foil module WF1050 from Wavefoil. Each foil
module contains two foils. With one foil module in each hull, the total number of foils is four. Each
foil has a length (half-span) of 1050 mm, but about 200 mm is inside the hull and does not
contribute to lift. The maximum chord length is 289 mm. Winglets are applied on the foil tips.
The longitudinal foil position is about 16.4 m in front of the transom, corresponding to about 8.4 m
in front of center of gravity. The foils do not exceed the width of the vessel when deployed.
The foils are fixed when deployed. There is no controllability of the foil pitch.
The Wavefoil system consists of a stand-alone module which can be installed in both new and
existing vessels. An illustration of the Wavefoil retraction system is given in Figure 1. A sequence of
the foil deployment on M/S Thea Jensen viewed from underwater is given in Figure 2.

Figure 2: A sequence of pictures showing foil deployment on M/S Thea Jensen.
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Figure 3: The pilot controls the foil position though a bridge panel. An animation shows the live foil position.
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3.2 M/S THEA JENSEN
The test runs were performed with the brand-new ambulance vessel M/S Thea Jensen. Information
on the vessel is provided in Table 2. The catamaran is characterized with a wave-piercing forebody
resulting in soft motions in waves.
Table 2: Main dimensions for M/S Thea Jensen

Length, over all
Length, waterline
Breadth
Speed, max
Propulsion
Ship Owner
Yard
Design
Delivery
Hometown

22.9 m
21.4 m
7.8 m
30 knots
Volvo Penta IPS 1050
Loppa Legeskyss
Maritime Partner (bn. 2168)
Lindstøl Skip
October 2020
Hammerfest

Figure 4: Aerial photo of M/S Thea Jensen taken outside of Ålesund on October 11, 2020. Photo: Maritme Partner AS. The
foils are visible in the water.
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4 METHODS
4.1 ROUTE
Heading relative to the waves has a large impact on motions and the damping effect of the bow foils.
The test runs were therefore conducted while sailing in a square. Each lap was conducted with the
following steps (see Figure 6 for the GPS-track of all test runs):
I.

Sail towards the waves for 1.0 nautical miles. The wave direction is based on the best
judgement of the captain.
Turn 90° port. Sail in beam sea conditions for 1.6 nautical miles.
Turn 90° port. Sail in following sea conditions for 1.1 nautical miles.
Turn 90° port and return to the starting position of step I.

II.
III.
IV.

The above test procedure was repeated for the following test laps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Bow foils deployed
Bow foils retracted
Bow foils deployed
Bow foils retracted

The separate test laps were conducted shortly after each other to avoid changes in wave and wind
conditions. The length of the test lap was determined as a compromise between data collection and
duration. A convergence study was done to ensure sufficient convergence during the first test lap.
Results for the two foil configurations are presented as average values of the two corresponding test
lap results.
A target speed of about 29 knots was chosen by the pilot to provide a typical situation for the given
wave conditions. The pilot controlled the speed manually by the throttle handle introducing some
uncertainty.

4.2 WAVE CONDITIONS
Wave conditions were measured by the nearby wave buoy located in Breisundet. The buoy is of the
type Seawatch, and it is owned and operated by Statens Vegvesen and Fugro. We appreciate that
they provided this data to us free of charge.
The “Fauskane” wave buoy was used as an additional reference. This buoy is located further offshore
and should report higher waves than the buoy in Breisundet. Data for that buoy is collected using
the “MET Norway Thredds Service” by the Norwegian Meteorological Institute. The “Fauskane” buoy
is a MOTUS Buoy by the company Aanderaa.
The location of the two buoys relative to the sailed test route is illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Map showing the sailed route for test round 3 and the route sailed for the whole day (magenta). Wave buoys
located at Breisundet and Fauskane were used for measurements of wave conditions.

Figure 6: Map showing the GPS tracks of the four test laps. Two laps were conducted with the foils deployed, and two laps
were conducted with the foils retracted.

4.3 MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT
Motions of Thea Jensen were measured using a Norsub MRU 6000 Marine from the company
Norwegian Subsea. The MRU consists of a gyroscope and accelerometer. Using state-of-the-art
MEMS technology and advanced sensor fusion algorithms, accelerations in all 6 degrees of freedom
were captured at 50 Hz.
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The MRU was installed in the instrument room below the bridge. Motions were calculated in the
pilot’s chair and in the center of gravity (GG). Since the ambulance room is located just behind CG,
accelerations and motions in CG will directly affect the patients’ comfort.

Figure 7: Cross-sectional view of Thea Jensen, with annotation of CG (center of gravity), MRU, and the pilot’s chair. The foil
module is shown in red color. Illustration: Lindstøl Skip/Wavefoil

The vessel’s position was found using a GPS antenna, and OpenCPN was used for logging at 1 Hz
frequency. Logging of the position was done by the Norwegian Maritime Authority, who made this
data available to us.
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4.4 DATA PROCESSING
The data processing of the raw data from the MRU was done with Python. Each of the four test laps
described in chapter 4.1 was split into three sections: head sea, beam sea, and following sea. The
timestamp of the split was identified with the yaw rate signal from the MRU. High yaw rate indicates
that the vessel was turning and not following a straight line. Correct splitting was also verified by
checking that the GPS tracking showed that the vessel was sailing a straight line. See Appendix B for
map plots showing the splits done for each test lap.
To evaluate how efficient the bow foils were reducing the vessel motions, raw data from the MRU
was used, i.e., the surge acceleration, heave acceleration, roll rate, pitch rate and yaw rate. Those
signals are not integrated by the MRU and therefore contain the least possible drift. By using the
measured raw data signals, we can avoid using a high-pass filter on the signals.
The reduction of motion was determined as the change in standard deviation with and without bow
foils for each motion, heading and test run. Convergence of the standard deviation was checked for
each motion, heading and test run. This ensures that the test round was sufficiently long. See
Appendix C for all convergence plots for the standard deviations. Change in maximum accelerations
are not presented because maximum accelerations require longer test runs to converge sufficiently.
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Table 3: Summary of reduction in accelerations and rotation rates due to the bow foils
Wave Buoy D
"Breisundet"
Hs [m] Tp [s]

Pilot Vertical CG Heave
CG Surge
Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration

Speed

Encounter
avg [knt] std [knt]
Tp [s]

Head Sea - with bow foils

0.99
0.96

8.3
7.3

3.8
3.1

29.63
29.53

0.76
0.74

Reduction percentage

3.6% 12.6%

18.7%

0.3%

2.8%

Beam Sea - without bow foils
Beam Sea - with bow foils

1.00
0.96

8.5
7.3

8.5
7.3

29.39
29.03

0.72
0.93

Reduction percentage

4.0% 13.9%

13.9%

1.2%

-28.5%

Following Sea - without bow foils
Following Sea - with bow foils

1.00
0.96

28.30
26.85

1.44
1.34

Reduction percentage

3.5% 11.2%

-

5.1%

6.7%

Head Sea - without bow foils

8.4
7.5

std [g]

std [g]

std [g]

Roll Rate

Pitch Rate

std [deg/s]

std [deg/s]

0.110
0.082
25.3%

0.134
0.102
23.8%

0.034
0.027
19.1%

3.165
2.770
12.5%

2.487
2.094
15.8%

0.064
0.056
12.4%

0.075
0.067
10.3%

0.024
0.025
-4.2%

2.649
2.625
0.9%

1.780
1.569
11.8%

0.039
0.043
-10.6%

0.037
0.036
0.4%

0.027
0.020
26.0%

2.758
2.025
26.6%

1.356
1.423
-4.9%

Motion damping results for different headings are presented in Table 3. Only the standard
deviations of the accelerations and rotation rates are presented. Positive percentage means that the
motions were reduced with the foils deployed, while negative percentage means that the motions
were increased. Negative motion damping implies that the foils should be retracted in these
situations. Vertical accelerations are given for the pilot on the bridge and in the center of gravity
(CG), see Figure 7.
Measured wave conditions for the nearest wave buoy “Breisundet” are presented. The wave height
measured at Breisundet fits well with visual observations during testing. The wave buoy “Fauskane”
is located further offshore, and the measured wave height at Fauskane is deemed to be too high for
the test area. The measured peak wave period is however shorter at Fauskane due to higher wind
waves at Fauskane. It is assumed that the true wave condition was Hs = 1 meter and Tp = 7,9
seconds during the test runs, which is the average values measured at Breisundet during the test
runs.
Note that both pitch and roll rates are significant for all headings, which shows that the wave
condition was a combination of swell and wind waves from different directions. The highest roll rate
is for instance measured in head sea, and the highest foil damping effect is found for roll motion in
following sea.
The small difference in measured speed must be considered as a random variation, and neither
speed loss nor speed gain due to the foils can be stated based on the present test.
Convergence plots for all measured variables are provided in Appendix C. Longer test laps would
imply less uncertainty, but most of the motion characteristic parameters converged properly during
the test runs.
Simulation results from the software ShipX for heave acceleration, pitch rate, roll rate, and the
vertical acceleration at the pilot seat are given in Appendix D. Curves showing for which wave
conditions in head sea one slamming event per hour at the front of the wetdeck occur, are also given
in Appendix D. The Ochi criterion for slamming has been used, where the critical re-entry velocity 𝑉
is determined as
𝑉 = 0.093 𝑔𝐿, where 𝑔 is the acceleration of gravity and 𝐿 is the ship length.
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The ShipX simulations overestimate the motions significantly, as expected. There are several
damping effects that are not properly modelled in ShipX for high-speed catamarans. Nevertheless,
the simulated percentage motion damping effect of the bow foils is in fair agreement with the
measurements. The simulations show that the benefits of the bow foils are larger for lower wave
periods than for the wave period in the present full-scale test. The response from the crew after
operating the vessel in lower wave periods confirms this.
The simulations predict that the vertical acceleration at the pilot seat is reduced by up to 39% by
having the bow foils deployed in head sea, see Appendix D-IV. The simulations also predict that the
vessel can operate in up to 46% higher waves for the same slamming risk by having the bow foils
deployed in head sea.

5.1 HEAD SEA
The motion damping effect is significant in head sea, as expected. The relative motion damping is
fairly well predicted by ShipX, as shown in Appendix D.
The bow foil effect was most prominent on the bridge, but the acceleration level was – surprisingly –
higher in the center of gravity. In other words, the combination of heave and pitch was beneficial for
the vessel in this wave condition since pitch did not amplify the acceleration in the foreship. Other
wave conditions and speeds will result in higher accelerations in the foreship than in CG. Increased
motion levels in the foreship implies more foil lift and increased motion damping effect of the bow
foils.
In head sea, the bow foils dampened the surge accelerations by 19%. This did not only improve
comfort, but also most likely affected the fuel consumption. To accurately capture the fuel
consumption, longer test runs are needed. This study can therefore not conclude on the fuel savings
of bow foils for M/S Thea Jensen.

5.2 BEAM SEA
The encounter period in beam sea was much larger than the resonance period in roll for this vessel,
see Appendix D. Thus, the vessel is rolling at a relatively small roll rate. Only a small amount of roll
damping can be expected by the foils in beam sea for this wave period and this is confirmed by the
measurements. The roll rate in beam sea was measured to be lower than in head and following sea
with the foils retracted, demonstrating that the beam sea test runs were less relevant with respect
to comfort.
Heave damping in the order of 10% was however measured in the given wave conditions, which is
lower than predicted by ShipX.

5.3 FOLLOWING SEA
The pitch rate increased slightly for following sea in the given sea state. Note that only the pitch
motion increased – no difference in heave acceleration at the center of gravity was measured.
The motion measurements show reduced level of surge and roll motions in following sea. However,
measurements of the vessel speed show that the speed was significantly lower for the bow foil test
runs, meaning that a direct comparison cannot be applied.
It must be emphasized that risk of bow diving in following sea is highly dependent on vessel-towave-speed ratio. Simulations provided in Appendix D show a positive effect of the bow foils on
13
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pitch rate in following sea for wave periods (Tp) less than 4.5 seconds, for a speed of 29.5 knots. The
wave period during the present test was significantly higher, meaning that a negative effect of the
bow foils on pitch rate in following sea was to be expected.
The bow diving phenomenon demonstrates the importance of retractable bow foils. Non-retractable
bow foils would obtain the same positive effects in head sea, but the negative effect in following sea
is a drawback for non-retractable bow foils.

5.4 FINAL REMARKS
The overall impression during the test runs was very positive, with respect to the bow foils. There
was no doubt about the comfort improvement in head sea – neither quantitatively nor qualitatively.
The comfort also improved during the turns where the heading was somewhere between head and
beam sea and between beam and following sea.
The measured motion damping was however somewhat lower than one would expect after being on
board the vessel during testing. The human impression is affected by other parameters not covered
by the measurements. Reduced motions certainly reduced the level of hull slamming, resulting in
less noise and vibrations. Reduced heave and pitch in head sea imply increased clearance between
the wetdeck and water surface. Wetdeck slamming is a well-known problem for catamarans, and the
impression of reduced risk may have affected the pilot’s general impression.
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Appendix A

APPENDIX
A. DETAILED RECORDING OF WAVE BUOYS

Figure 8: Wave Buoy D "Breisundet" recordings during the test
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Appendix A

Figure 9: Wave buoy "Fauskane" recordings during the test
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Appendix B

B. MAPS OF THE SAILED LAPS
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Appendix C
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C. CONVERGENCE OF ACCELERATIONS AND ROTATION RATES
Convergence of the variables of interest is illustrated in the following plots. For each variable, the time
signal is plotted together with the moving standard deviation. Converged standard deviations show that
the test runs were sufficiently long.
The convergence plots are split into directions and laps, as given in Appendix B.
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D. SHIPX
The software ShipX from SINTEF Ocean is used for theoretical predictions of the vessel motions. The
plug-in VERES applies strip theory for the vessel motions, and a linear foil model is included to predict
the lift that dampens the motions.
More information on the software is found here: https://www.sintef.no/en/software/shipx/
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D-I.
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HEAVE ACCELERATIONS PREDICTED BY SHIPX
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D-II.
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PITCH VELOCITIES PREDICTED BY SHIPX
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D-III.
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ROLL VELOCITIES PREDICTED BY SHIPX
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D-IV.
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PILOT SEAT VERTICAL ACCELERATIONS PREDICTED BY SHIPX
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D-V.
SLAMMING AT THE FRONT OF THE WETDECK (1 PER HOUR, OCHI CRITERION)
PREDICTED BY SHIPX
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